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OUTDOOR TEAM BUILDING EVENT

THIS EXHILARATING EVENT IS PERFECT FOR:

•Fun
•Engagement
•Creativity

•Interaction
•Rewarding
...and more!

"A LEGENDARY RACE MADE FOR
GLADIATORS"

https://www.bluehat-teambuilding.co.uk/


Another unique team experience from the Blue Hat stable! 

Using our totally unique mechanical design that makes the horse’s legs gallop, teams must
design, construct and race their own horse and chariot for a series of races as the finale of the
event.

The design and build phase takes place indoors or out. We provide our unique mechanical
horse skeletons and the kart for the teams to build on. Teams then design to a theme which you
can choose to match your conference message/ brand identity. 

An incredibly engaging activity, the team will need to plan effectively to ensure they get
everything ready in time, before they move to the bespoke track circuit (a car park, tennis court,
area of grass, or inside if your venue is big enough) for the finale races. 

A one of a kind event that will bring your team together in a memorable, shared experience of
epic proportions and stunningly visual!

A gladiatorial challenge.

Activity Description
ROMAN RACESROMAN RACES

Learning Outcomes Activity Type

Time management
 Strategising

 Driving competition

Creative
 Construction

 Fun and memorable
Watch the trailer here

https://vimeo.com/264618984
https://vimeo.com/264618984


Professional Presenter sets the scene and introduces the challenge.
Teams familiarise themselves with their kit and resources and allocate
roles.
Teams work on their team standards and commence design and
construction.  
The shop opens and additional kit is purchased to finish off the
chariots.
Let the racing commence.
Wrap up and prize presentation.

10 Mins
10 Mins

30 Mins

45 Mins

50 Mins
5 Mins

Time – ideal for a minimum of 2 hours to a maximum of 4 hours
Team Size – Very flexible depending on timings, but usually 6-10 
Space – Minimum 15m x 15m for the race track plus 5m x 5m per team

Timeline and Logistics

Timeline based on a 2.5 Hour event:

Logistics 
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Here’s what previous clients thought of Roman Races…

 

“Everything was totally fab. I've had
endless positive feedback from all
my team. Roman Races stole the
show at the staff engagement day.
Thank you to your whole team
who made it possible.” 

“Blue Hat have delivered many events of
varying sizes over the last 5 years for us. All
worked brilliantly and delivered as promised.
Our clients have always given highly positive
feedback while their objectives were more
than met, the delegates level of engagement
and happy faces at the end said it all.” 

“Blue Hat has helped us provide a memorable day for 500+ of
our staff on a rainy September day, and the positive feedback
is still coming a month later. Our project managers Mark and

Ami helped us from planning to delivery to the smallest
details, and the Blue Hat team's enthusiasm and

professionalism impressed and engaged us all. From 60
people collaborating on a single giant painting to a really fun

kart race, our day was fun filled with all details covered by Blue
Hat. Thanks guys, we are already looking forward to next year!”

“Unique experience, our
participants had great fun

despite under hot sun.
Most importantly our end
user clients were happy

with the end result” 

Client Testimonials

Read more
reviews here

https://www.reviews.co.uk/company-reviews/store/bluehat-teambuilding

